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Changes in GEP to mean 
smoother ride for students 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH tionsarea, therequirementwill read: 
Staff writer "Take one course from each group. 
Some majors require a specific 
The 1996 UCF catalog may course or a higher level course in 
be sporting more than a new cover; this area. Consult your advisor." 
namely a new General Education The total credits for the area will be 
Program which reduces the number changed from seven to six. 
of GEP hours from 40 to 36. 3) In Social Foundations 
The GEP Implementation area a student wt 11 take either Ameri-
Committee made several recom- can Nationat Government or Mi-
rnendations to the Faculty Senate cro-Economics or Macro-Econom-
Steering Committ~e Thursday. ics . 
These recommendations are de- 4) While a required diver-
signed to comply with Senate Bill sity course will not at this time be-
2330, which 'the legislature passed come part of the GEP, the Faculty 
last spring. Senate will appoint a committee to 
The cbntroversial bifl man- study the incorporation of diversity 
dates all state universities and corn- as a graduation requirement. The 
munity colleges to keep General report of this committee will be due 
Education · Programs at 36 credit to the Faculty Senate at its Novem-
hours. Since UCF had a GEP of 40 ber, 1996 meeting. 
hours, a committee was appointed The most obvious change is 
to come up with recommendations the three hours cut from Social Faun-
on how to comply with the new dations. According to Dr. Kathryn 
requirement. Seidel, Dean of the College of Arts 
Accordingtothecommittee's and Sciences and chair of the GEP 
memorandum to the faculty, the fol- Implementation committee, there 
lowing changes are proposed: was limited support for having 
I) In the Communication American National Government and 
Foundations area, a new courseSPC Economics stand alone. However, 
1605, Technical Presentations, will no other suggestion found a real 
he offered along with Speech 1600. 
2) In the Science Founda- see GEP, page 4 
Delta Epsilon gave $400 to Delta Gamma during its "Beautifuf Eyes" contest to aid the 
Blind and Sight Conservation. 
photo/H~NT 
Homelessness brought 
to UCF by two students. 
by JEFF HUNT 
News editor 
"Will work for food. Hun-
gry and homeless. God Bless," is 
often a plea for help in a time of 
need for a great number of people 
in our society. 
However, many more-for-
tunate people often turn a cold 
shoulder to the plight of the home-
less. Two UCF students hope to 
change that knee-jerk reaction. 
Beverly Ervin-Frazier and 
Jennifer Bottoms, of Professor 
Walter Guadnek's Happenings 
class, built a small village next to 
the Visual Arts Building to simu-
late the environment many home-
less people live in. The village 
was made up of cardboard boxes 
that served as shelter, a trash can 
to be used as a heater and stove, 
and a shopping cart for transport-
ing their "valuables." 
Orlanao. 
"We're not naive. We don ' t 
think we can solve the homeless 
problem," said Frazier. "We just 
wanted to raise peoples' a ware-
ness of it." 
In Orlando, for instance, 
there are approximately 3,500 
homeless people on any given 
night: 40% of those are families, 
10% are women, and 50% are 
men. 
The "Urban Architecture 
200 l" project stems from the pop 
art movement made famous in the 
early 1960s which incorporates 
theatrical and visual art, and usu-
ally communicates a human con-
dition. Inspiration for the project 
came specifically from Bill and 
Wendy Harper who performed 
many "happenings" in England in 
the '70s to bring attention to the 
Urban poor. The project was also 
timed to coincide with Hunger 
and Homeless week. 
Jennifer Bottoms and Beverly Ervin-Frazier built a replica homeless environment in front 
of the Visual Arts Building to bring attention to the 3,500 homeless people in Orlando. 
The purpose of Frazier and 
Bottoms ' project, "Urban Archi-
tecture - 2001 ", was to grab the 
attention of people who would 
normally ignore the homeless' 
plight, especially those here in 
"I leaned a lot from this 
project, said Frazier. "There's a 
lot of people out there (who are 
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TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!.'.; 
ALL CENTRAL FLORIDA 
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You authorize an investigative consumer report as to your 
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scope a investigation request&Q. 
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GOP, Democrats battle over student aid cuts P0l:ICE 8CA1; 
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA lending program altogether. fonn, an organization made up of \__ ) 
Special to the Future The debate has left many stu- loan guarantee agencies, said that 
dents concerned about their educa- lenders are suffering as much as 
With a vote on the federal tional futures. "I can't imagine <.'JW- . s~udents. "We'reallgoingtohaveto 
ing any more money than I do right deal with dramatically lower oper-
now," said Rich Dovel!, a Univer- atingcosts,"Claytonsaid. "But we' ll 
sity of Wisconsin-Whitewater doitaslongasthecutsremainsmall 
sophomore. "I just wouldn't be able for students." 
•Todd Shouberg and Steven Bell 
both reported that someone 
changed their class schedule by 
using their pin numbers on Aug. 
18. 
to handle it." Clayton said that the Senate •Jennifer Holtkamp reported that 
dent decal from her, car in parking 
lot G3 on Aug. 28 . 
•Randy Fisher reported that some-
one stole his faculty decal off of 
his car on Aug. 29. 
budget expected later this month, 
Republicans and Democrats con-
tinue to battleoveraGOPplan to cut 
$10 billion from higher education 
funding, while students nationwide 
try to organize against the cuts. 
''This is probably the most 
critical time," says Jeannette 
Galanis, president of the United 
States Student Association. "Stu-
Dovel I is not alone. A recent Republicans can eliminate the 0.85 someone stole her bike from its •John Barbery reported that some-
report from the American Council charge on colleges if they follow the locked position at the Seminole one stole his bike from the 
on Education indicates that student House 's lead and discontinue the Hall hike rack on Sept. 28. Southside bike rack at Building I 
on Sept. 12. borrowing, $24 billion in 1995, will direct lending program. "What's 
increase to $50 billion by the year more important, direct lending or a 
dents are seeing what could happen 2000. campus tax?" Clayton said. "This is 
to their loans and grants if the pro- Sen. Paul Simon, (D-Ill.), one a time to make tough choices." 
cess continues." 
Committees in the Senate and 
the House each voted last month to 
cut more than $10 billion out of the 
student loan budget. The Senate 
version eliminates the interest sub-
sidy on student loans after gradua-
tion, charges schools a 0.85 percent 
fee for their total student loan vol-
ume and caps the direct lending 
program at 20 percent. 
ofthearchitectsofthedirectlending The U.S.S.A.'s Galanis dis-
bill, said the battle lines are clear. agrees. "Cutting a program that stu-
''This is a classic confronta- dents and schools declare a success 
tion between the interests of stu- should not be an option," she said. 
dents and the public on one hand, Simon said that he will try to 
and a well-funded special interest reduce the$ I 0.8 billion to $4.4 bil-
group on the other," said Simon. lion when the budget comes up for 
"The lenders in the guaranteed stu- approval on the Senate floor. 
dent loan program are fighting hard "(Republicans) are taking the 
to protect their lucrative federal sub- choice away from colleges and end-
sidies and to get as much of a mo- ing the competition that has •ben-
nopoly as this Congress is willing to efited students," he said, adding that 
give them." money could be saved by reducing 
• Angela Leigh Saylor reported 
that someone stole three Sega 
games from the com.mon area in 
room 113 inVolusiaHallonAug. 
29. 
•Paul Sowder reported that some-
one di-scharged a fire extinguisher 
in the corridor of room 216 on 
Sept. I. 
• Nicholas f3lizz~rd reported t,hat 
someone stol.e his pager frorn:.the 
Aspe~t tailer room l· 13 on s·ept. 
I . · . . . · . . 
• Nicole Rudolph reported that an 
unknown person damaged her car 
by scratching the passenger side 
with an unknown object on Sept. 13. 
• On Sept. 17, an unknown person 
set off the fire alarm in the library, 
thereby setting off the sprinkler sys-
tern. ·r 
Meanwhile, the House plan 
differs in two important ways. It 
avoids a student loan surcharge for 
colleges but eliminates the direcct 
Mark Clayton, spokesman for the $245 billion tax cut that Repub- • Carol Lou Breneman reported 
• A white female reported that an 
unknown person touched her bot-
tom in the library on Sept. 5. His 
description is: black man with light 
skin, approximately 6' I" tall, about 
50 years old, short grayish hair and 
the Coalition For Student Loan Re- Iicans have proposed. that someone removed her stu- was wearing glasses. 
Detai e 
Class Notes! · 
• Word Processed 
• Easy To Read 
• Notes Compiled by Top Students 
•Available 6 Days Before Exam 
• Chapter Outlines Included for Selected Classes 
As of l 0/16/9 5 we have hired for the follow-
ing courses .. (subiect to change) 
ACG 207 l ARH 2050 CGS l 060 
GEB 303 l GEB 436 l MAN 3025 
MAR 3023 MAR 3503 MAR 3323 
PCB 3063 PCB 3703. POS 2041 
PSY 2013 STA 3023 and morel 
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Changes to the General Education Program to benefit students and ease the collefie cpngestion 
from GEP, page 1 
consensus. 
The other one hour needed to 
meet the 36 hour requirementcomes 
from the Science Foundation. Some 
science courses which previously 
included three hours of lecture and 
one hour of lab will now be stream-
lined to two hours oflecture and one 
hour of lab. 
Contrary to some reports, 
there was strong support among aJI 
disciplines to keep the Speech re-
quirement. According to Dr. Phillip 
Taylor, Professor of Communica-
tion, there were no real objections. 
In fact, he . said several fac-
ulty members expressed a desire to 
have an additional speech course O'Farrell said his advice to stu-
which utilized more technical and dents is, "You will have to start 
computer-assisted methods. The focusing sooner. Families and the 
new course, Technical Presenta- state cannot afford the c~urning 
tions, will be designed especially that has been going on." 
for the engineering, business and O'Farrell said a fiscally-aus-
science majors. tere legislature wants to make 
Seidel said the effect of these higher education available to more 
changes should enable students to students by helping students get in 
finish more quickly. She added ,. the and then get out as quickly as pos-
bill was passed in an effort to en- sible. His review of the American 
courage students "not to shop AssociationofUniversities' top50 
around." colleges in the United States re-
This sentiment was echoed vealed that most had no more than 
by Dr. Mike O'Farrell, Staff Direc- 36 hours for their core require-
tor for the Senate Committee on ments. 
Higher Education. O'Farrell worked Consequently, O' Farrell 
with Sen. George Kirkpatrick in and his staff reviewed ~he tran-
design i ng Senate Bill 2330. scripts of the 1994 University of 
,___ ________________________ ---, Florida graduates. The average 
**BEGINNING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20th** 
WE WILL GIVE 20 % OFF ANY PURCHASE TO 
ANYONE DONATING A NON-fERl~IY\BL&lnOD •• 
ITEM. DONATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 
DECEMBER 31, 1995. 
4<0FFER NOT V ALTO WITH ALREADY DISCOUNTED MERCHANDISE* 
FOOD DRIVE BENEFITS ORLANDO UNION 
RESCUE MISSION 
l2140 COLLEGIATE WAY, ORLANDO, FL 32817 
(407)·382·1617 
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graduate had 23 more credit hours 
than was ne.~essary . Further re-
search found that only 20 percent 
of the statfi university graduates 
get their bachelors degrees in four 
years. 
Still, UCF may have advan-
tages over the other state institu-
tions and colleges having to meet 
the new requirements. For one thing, 
acommitteehadbeen meeting since 
December, 1992, to study the GEP. 
That committee's report fanned the 
basis of some of the recommenda-
tions now being proposed. 
Also, UCF only had to cut four 
hours. Some of the state universities 
and colleges will have to make larger 
cuts. Florida A and M University, for 
instance, Gurrently requires 52 hours in 
theirGEP. 
O'Farrell said he thinks the rea-
son that some schools have more re-
quired hours is that they may have 
professors who have been at thecollege 
a long time and have acquired a follow-
ing. Some schools may also include 
courses which aim to "beef up the 
students' GPA," he added. 
An official from Florida State 
University contacted Seidel to see 
how UCF would meet the bill re-
quirements. After Seidel outlined 
the current proposals, the FSU ad-
ministrator said, "That sound re-
ally good.'' 
Thatremarkofapprovalmaybe 
based on UCF' s attempt to make its 
proposals as painless as possible. Ac-
cording to Seidel, the changes, should 
not result in any reduction:of faculty. 
Also, the science department will now 
be able to redirect some of its budget 
toward science majors. 
The proposals will go before the 
Faculty Senate on October 26. If ap-
proved, the proposals will then go be-
fore Provost Gary Whitehouse and 
finally to UCFPresidentDr. John Hilt. 
Afterfinal approval, thechangesshould 
take effect fall, 1996. 
"Wearededicatedtoprovidean 
excellent education and the GEP is a 
pait of that," said Seidel. 
•Wide Area Coverage 
" Unlimited Calls 
• Only $9.99/ Monthly 
A Co01p. lete Exa01 & Xrays A specia_l dental care ofj-'e"r for UCF students ... ' 
Welcome to East Orlando Dental.. 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
I'd like you to come in and get 
F QR $9 ! acquainted with your new dentist and 
save a few dollars. 
(A $65 Value) George Yarko, D.D.S. 
Current UCF ID required East Orlando 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. 
See you then! Offer expires 12/31/95 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
Ii" our office pol1t) 1hJ1 the patient and nn) olher peNll1 re>pon<1ble for paymen1 h.b the nght to rcru .... 10 pay. cancel payment or be mmbur.ed for payment foc any other 1emtt. eurn1rui!JOO. I 
or trcatmen1 1"h1Ch " ocrformcd ~1a1L-..uh or and 1"1lhm 72 houl\ of re-.oondme to the •<hem,;:ment lor the ln:e. d1-.couo1ed fee. or reduced Ice ""'ice. eum111.1t1on. or llt.Jlment • 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association. Academy of 
General Dentistry. Academy for Sports DentJstry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central Distncrnental Assoc1atJon. 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 





Spectrum makes and markets 
the fastest growing consumer 
brands in insect and weed con-
trol. We've doubled in size in the 
past few years. Our patented 
water-based technology is the 
industry's most environm~nta.lly 
advanced. And we're the only 
company in our segment 
with our own trained field 
sales experts. 
We're looking for outgofng 
college grads with a BS, a get-it-
done attitude and the desire to 
go far. As Territory Sales 
Trainee, you'll handle merchan-
dising and display at major 
retailers in your assigned 
territory. Advancement 
opportunities follow as soon 
as you're ready. Business, 
merchandising, retail or grocery 
store experience are assets. 
Relocation is required. We otter 
comprehensive training, an 
attractive salary/benefits 
package and expenses/car 
allowance. 
We will be 
interviewing on 
campus on October 23. 
Please schedule 
an appointment with 
Career Resource 
Center. 
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Do you feel that alcohol is a problem on campus? 
• 
• 
Internet Access Special 
for students, faculty, staff, I 
' alumni, and their families 
$12.00 f<::>r 50 hours/mo. I 
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo. · 
Jl Price{ess <jift ----i 
Make a unique and personal contribution to another 
· family's happiness: 
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33 
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples. 
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.~ 
Call Mary or Michelle at 896· 7575 
for information. 
University Floral 
& (;ift Shoppe 
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE 
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS 
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER 




(Next to Border Cantina) 
366-1177 
We wire 
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets 
Anywhere! 
IN ADDffiQN TO BEAUTIFlJL 
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE 
with coupon 
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS World Wide Delivery 
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS Prompt Delivery SeNice 
• FLOOR PLANTS Free Bridal Consultations 
r-FREE-1 
: Buy 1 Cut Flower : 
Get 1 Free --
I Of equal or Lesser Value I 
I with coupon. Expires 1111s I a ... ...._ •W•• .. Dh ... 
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: Chester-Fried Chicken : 
I H I 
: Chickea Dinner : 
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• • 
I Limit one coupon per person. I 
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It's What's 
Bet""een The Ears 
That Counts. 
Where do you go to gain 11real world" 
experience in a college-level program? 
Use your head. 
Think Di.sney!; 
Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions about the 
WALT DISNEY WORLD College Program. 
v {e1q.Y.&NEf World Co. 
© The Walt Disney Company 
Interviewing: All majors for positions throughout theme parks and resorts. Positions include 
attractions, food & beverage, merchandise, lifeguarding, among many others. 
Presentation Date: ~ctober 23, 1995 
Time: 2:00.pm Location: Student Center, #211 
For more information, contact: Cooperative Education 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Drawing Creativity from Diversity 
The Greek Column 
by LARAE. GILLEY 
Greek columnist 
Last week did you see people hanging out on campus in front of the 
Health and Physics building in a hot tuh? Did you wonder why they were in 
a hot tub on such an incredibly hot day. The inside scoop ays the water was 
not heated all the time and the people in the tub were Lambda Chi Alpha's 
and Zeta Tau Alpha's. The two Greek organizations were raising money for 
the National Kidney Foundation by holding a Hot Tub Marathon for48 hours. 
Marty Joswick of Lambda Chi Alpha was in charge of the event with 
his official title being Hot Tub Chainnan. Joswick was in charge of important 
things like bringing around Mr. Goodcents cookies to the fund-raising 
lubbers in the middle of the night or finding a knife to cut the six-foot sub that 
was donated by Duffy's. His job also included setting the goal of $3500_ for 
the Lamda Chi's to raise, which would surpass what they raised last year by 
$500. 
Lamda Chi has made it a pol icy to raise at least $10 per person. Joswick 
explains how they raise the money in a Hot Tub Marathon. "We have pledge 
sheets, similar to a walk-a-thon, only in a hot tub. Rough life," he comments 
laughing. "You ask someone to sponsor you for an hour to sit in the hot tub. 
Obviously it's only for an hour so no one shrivels up." 
Vita Spa donated the spa for the bathers to spend their hours in. 'The 
spa is probably the top of the line, a five to six person tub," Joswick says. "And 
as far as Lamda Chi is concerned it's probably an eight to nine person." 
Behind all of the fun hours in a spa on campus is the point to the 
fundraiser, the National Kidney Foundation. "Kidney disease is the lifth 
leading cause of death in the U.S. You are not born with it, and it could strike 
anyone," Joswick infonns. "And you could end up. raising money for 
yourself." 
This past week also saw another good cause get noticed on campus. 
Delta Gamma had its national event Anchor Splash to raise money for Cite, 
a fundraisercoaid to the Blind and Sight Conservation. The fundraising event, 
Anchor Splash, dates all the way back to 1966 where it .. was first held at the 
University of Miami. 
Anchor Splash consists of six to I 0 guys forming a Learn from each 
fraternity. The teams participate in water games and choreograph a synchro-
nized swimming routine. This year the rules have changed, which means that 
each frat can have up to three Learns. Each team had to pay an entry fee, which 
goes to the philanthropy, and choose one guy for the Beautiful Eyes contest. 
The cost was one dollar per vote which goes to the philanthropy as well. 
Anchor Splash Chair, Amy Vail, pointed out, "We have to give at least 
half the money we raise from Anchor Splash to the philanthropy, but we 
always give it all." 
The UCF chapter of Delta Gamma's efforts did not go unnoticed last 
year. They were ranked third for mon~y raised, over $4000. in the national 
fundraising event. -
The fraternity Delta Upsilon did more than there share ol 
donating for the cause. Right before voting came to a close for the 
Beautiful Eyes contest , brothers howed up with the money they 
had ~ollected from their members. Its donation amounted lo $400 
for one of their team members in the contest. And why would they 
donate that much money out or their own pockets for Aid to the 
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HALLOWEEN PARTY 
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· . Comultanta For Eff ectiye Leadenhip 
preaent 
The 5th Annual E~quette Dimler 
to be held at Harvey's Bistro located downtown in the Banie:tt. Bank Building on 
Saturday, October 21st at 5:00pm. 
The program ·includes: 
· .Mocktail Hotµt 
. Six Cotir.e Meal 
~" 
Etiquette Training 
Ballroom Dance lna.trnction 
... 
· . To reserv~·: your spot call 82 3 - 64 71 
Shidents $10/ Nou-Stµde~ts $30 Seating is Limited! 
l>eadJine for reservations is October 13, 1995! 
.. 
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The Central Florida Future 
In Coming Issues: 
o Dan Griffin responds to 
Joseph Nadeau, in defense of 
Liberalism. 
O David Swartz, a littfe twist -
with another award-winning 
humor column~ isn't he great?-· 
O Pat Fox, The Opini.ori Editor, 
about the Republican's 
proposed tax cuts. 
O Jeff Mayer's letter to the 
editor. 
The Centraf Florida Futur~ welcomes your , 
letters and articles. Submissions may be brought to 
ourofficesondisk,Faxetlf~3-9495,otE-Tii~~led',.,, · 0 
0 • • llllOll October 19, ~995 
~·l 
~i:~.ec~\1~~~:~~f~~:~w0'1d com. ean for de- Toward the illumination of modem lyrical art 
cJ~iral Florida Future 
Office Location 
UCF· 
· Alafaya trail 
----o-· 0-cl,...-'---o--· 
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weekly through the foll and spring semesters. and once weekly through 
the summer semesters. Campbell Communications is not associated 
with the University of Central Florida. Single copies are free; additional 
copies may be purchased at the Future office for $.50 each. 
There's nothingpeo11lefeel so passionately 
about as music. Music you love can make.you feel 
like you're on top of the world. Music you vehe-
mently hate can make you homicidal. There's 
really no happy medium like there is with salsa. fll 
. 
. 
";,W· '51i'. " . 
Old timers today (I'm speaking of those 
over 29) criticize the youth of America of our 
music. It's a hobby I guess. I assume that senior 
citizens in retirement villas are constantly remark-
ing about how terrible our music is. 
"And what's with this new music?" says Frank, "It's so 
damn loud. Every time one of those cars goes booming down 
the road sounding like atomic weapons I get World War II 
flashbacks." 
"I know what you mean, " Harriet comments, ;<Last 
Tuesday I was {thump} flaying fuffleboard anf all-" 
"Harriet! Your dentures fell out again!" Frank shouts. 
Middle-aged people and old timers alike frequently 
tpention how they can ' t understand any of today's music, yet 
somehow they cherish lyrics like: 
Woolly Bully ... Woolly Bully ... 
Woolly Bully, Woolly Bully, Woolly Bully 
I have know idea what that song's all about, and believe 
me, I've heard it several thousand times. At my real job (real . 
in the·sense that they pay me) the radio is constantly on the 
oldies station. It is terrible. It's even worse than Kenny G, 
which is hardly possible. 
Th'is station, which I refuse to name (but it is COOL 
. ; .105.9), plays music spanning over 30 years. With three 
decades of music to choose from, you'd think they'd have 
plenty of songs and lots of variety. Nope. They only play four 
· :songs in acontinuo_us loop. What's worse, none of these songs 
make any sense, "Hang on Sloopy" being a good example. 
I do try to be objective, though. And I can understand 
how some of today's songs are basically unintel.ligible. For 
instance, Kurt Cobain and Nirvana have come to be a symbol 
··o~ '90s music. I don't like hassling the dead or anything, but 
Kurt's songs weren't exactly articulate. If you were to see a 
transcript of any Nirvana song it would look like this: 
.· 
allllln 1100 za/llll wa arrrrrr 
nerrrrr (something rhyming with 'arrrm') 
. c::;.. 
CONTEST 
When's the last time your 
opinion was worth wet 'n wild 
tickets? Submit your 600-700 
word opinion on one of the 
following topics, and yQu could 
win tickets! Don't be chicken! 
But not all of today's music contains 
huge strings of consonants. Here's where I 
po e ong, over-due fun at Boys II Men. 
Let me start off by saying I'm tired of Boys II Men. 
Enough already. Why is it-that every song they release goes 
straight to number.one? It makes me sick. (Not literally; I feel 
fine.) Over the past three_ years Boys II Men has had an 
estimated 1298 songs go to number one. They could release a 
song wherein they hum the Star Spangled Banner while being 
accompanie~ by an orchestra of kazoos and it, too, would be 
a chart-topper. I have to admit, the bass guy has got Lhe greatest 
job in the world. Evidently, all his job entails is standing 
around posing with his cane and periodically bellowing "BAA 
000 DOO." After an hour of that rigorous work his job's 
done. ' 
There is something we have to enjoy music that no other 
generation did: really loud car stereos. I know what you're 
thinking: too much bass. Bassheads have given car stereo 
system_? a bad reputation. They're the ones that drive down 
your street at midnight while their subwoofers pulse out 
frequencies so low and loud they're picked up on seismo-
graphs in California. I'm .not going to criticize them, though. 
After all, my stereo is capable of powering third world nations. 
The proble1n with too much bass is that while it may 
sound really good in the car, everyone in a quarter-mile radius 
is contemplating whethe.r or not to throw pointy rocks at you. 
But while some people hate that type of music, tpere are those 
who love it. As long as humans are different from each other, 
there will never be a form of music that we will all like, with 
the notable exception of the Bonanza theme song. EVERY-
ONE loves that one. · 
*Hey look! An Interactive Columnist!. E .. mail me at 
david_swartz@outdoor.com and I'll· tell you the secret to 
loading a PEZ dispense(. 
Official Rules: I) Entries must be submitted 
by E-mail or on disk, and clearly marked "Opinion 
Contest Entry" 2) All entries must have student's 
name and phone number 3) Entries should be on one 
of these subjects a) politics b) life at UCF or c) social 
issues4) All entries will be acknowledged by phone 
·or E-mail, and may be published in the Opinion 
Section. 5) Entry Deadline is November I, 1995. 6) 
Entries will be judged on content and form, as well 
as grammatical correctness. 7) Winners will be 
notified by phone, and it is the responsibility of the 
. winners to pick up their tickets from our offices.8) 
First place winner will receive two tickets, second 
place winner will receiye one ticket. 
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A woman President? Sounds good to me Election slowdowns, why? 
O Dan Griffin 
relates a story 
. about censorship. 
that turns out with a 
happy ending 
The idea of banning some-
thing just because one person or a 
group of people doesn't like it has 
always made me see red. Whether 
it's 1 i terature or movies or television 
·or ra9io, right-wing conservative 
groups have championed this prac-
tice in the name of its version of 
t.> decency and morality. T~ese are the 
same peopie, of course, who spread 
bate in ·the name of God and in one 
;) ~ase, only recently apologized to 
blacks for its support of racism and 
.. ... segregation. Banning things and 
censorship goes against everything 
this country stands for, so naturalJy 
when I heard about a case involving 
Wal-mart, I was ready to sound-off. 
In a South Florida Wal-Mart, 
·a customer went to the manager to 
c9mplain about a T-shirt that she 
.found offensive. You might expect 
that this T-shirt featured a scantily 
: clad womanoranexpletiveorsome-
thing similar that people usua11y 
complain about. No, it was far more 
horrendous. 
The T-shirt featured the char-
acter .J\,1argaret from Hank 
· Ketchum's comic strip 'Dennis the 
Menace.'. The caption read, "Some-
day a woman will be president." 
Astounded, I wondered how any 
normal person could find this offen-
sive. According to this woman, some 
people find the idea of a woman 
becoming president dangerous. She 
told the manager t~~t. thj.s , type of 
thing .went against·Wal-Miirf s im-
age as a family-oriented business. 
-··· . . 
j r 
The manager caved in to this woman. 
faster than you can say Bill Clinton 
and pulled the T-shirt from the rack. 
While 'no specific details were pro-
vided about this woman, I' II bet you 
five bucks that she's ahypoChristian. 
Now, I was ready to write a 
column blasting Wal-Mart for be-
ingacompany madeofJell-0,.when 
something unexpected happened. 
Th8rit was ~ 
compeling reason 
( , . 
. ) 
-....: y 1 ·l,~ >l. 
\\...-Jj }.0)/' 
EC just pass the decision on to the 
tributt;d to the -'enlightenment of Jud.icial Council like it did last year 
people everywhere and benefited . I would like to apologize to with the spring election? 
an organiz~ti~n that helps wo~.~n. all of the clubs and organizations Maybe it was that hidden 
I really h?ve to applaud Wal- thathavetriedtoobtainmoneyfrom agenda some of the EC's had. The 
Mart. Instead of trembling ~fore - · Student Government (SG) in the EC h·ad a so-called hearing last 
one, little woman and her warped last month. The 28th Student Senate Monday. At this hearing, all af-
sense of values, they listened to hasnotbeenabletomeetbecauseof fected parties in the contestment 
common sense and reason (and a an election contestment. shouldhavebeenal1owedtopresent 
few hundred letterwriters). Granted, According to SG Statute the evidence and witnesses on their be-
the public is not always right, bur ; new Student Senate may not com- half. This was unfortunately not the 
there was no compelling reason .to · mence until the elections are com- case. The EC sat at a table, taJk~d 
keep this shirt ou! of the store~. No plete, and since there is a abOut charges they were suppose to 
reasonable perso·n would be of- contestment, the elections are not havealreadyresearchedandwimped 
fended by a womaribecoming presi- comple.te. The Senate meetings out with decision that reeked of 
dent. There is no evidence 9.r logic should have started two weeks ago, bias. Tfie EC wanted to hold a new 
to supportthe idea of this shirt being. however, the Ele~tions Commjs- election for the entire College of 
anti-family. Finally, somepne had · sion (EC), the people who super'{i$e Engineering. 
the courage to thumb th~ir nose at a "the election p~ocess, del~yed nl}hig Yeah, right. Ifthe person who 
religious freak and say ·no!. People on an elect:i0n eontest~nt t1:1rn.eq ~n lost theeleetion for Engineering seats 
like this woman is an embarrass-: by Lena Fernand.ez, ·who ran for 1,2,3,5,6,7 did not want to contest 
ment to decent Christians and good Seat 7 in the College of Engineer- those seats, w)Jy is the EC request-
Americans everywhere. ing. ing a new election of those seats? A 
But can someone explain to Lena lost the election by 34 little bias against those who won, 
to keep this shirt out 
of the stores. No 
reasonable person 
would be offended 
by a woman 
becoming president .. J11e how a woman becoming:presi- votes. Miss. Fernandez filed an e1ec- maybe? Thank God the EC can't· 
dent is dangerous or a threat. to·ffie tion contestment with the EC, con- hold a new election, only the Judi-
You see, after this story broke,.Wa1- American family? (And no.HiHary _testing all of the Senate seats in the cial Council can do that. 
Mart was deluged with mail from Clinton jokes either!) Seems to ine College of Engineering. Now, I do I am still working on the 
normal people across the country that the threat to families comes believe Lena has a right to· contest parkingproblem, which wasjustwors-
telling them how .)tupid it was to from· people_ who want to repress the seat she ran for, however, ~he - ·enea by the of closing two parking 
bow down before this woman. Well, ideas and their eKpres'sion. The real has no standing to contest all of the . lots. Parking services has completed 
Wal-Mart not only put the T-shirt threat to families is t~ose p~ople seats. So, it was the EC that is the the ~urvey Jsent them. I will be·com-
back on the shelf (even giving them who set themselves up as the arbi- real reason the Senate was stalled. . paring the· answers to the sutvey and 
away free) in that South Florida tersofmoralityandtrytoforcetheir Instead of the EC doing·the· ·tJ!fnumberofstudentsoncampusat 
store, but they placed an order with own narrow views upon thi rest of job they get paid for in an expedi- ~ ·certain times. throughout the week, · 
th~ wom~n~~~~~lp group who makes .us .. :T~~. r~al · .t_hreat to families is tious manner, some of the EC's had and I will get back repo1t the results. I 
.the shirts for enough to pi.It in their ·. p~ople ·who try to m~ke a paren(:; theirown agenda. It took the EC two have not heard bf anyone parking in · 
stores nationwide! Not only that, choices :(o·r them. The real thr~ar . weeks.tq~osomethingthatcouldof Hitt ' sparkingspotyet.lfyouorsom~­
but other retailers such as K-Mart to families is telling young girls been accomplished in two days. The oneyouknowhas,pleaseletri11~kno·w: 
and T.arget even ~iaced oroers for itr·. : :rp·~t. ~~~ypan:not become wha~~ver EC knew that whatever decision Anyone can leave a message for me iri 
respeftiYe chains. How wonderfuf .. · ~.hey aspire to, even becoming they made-would be appealed tp the Student Government @ 823~2191 or 
th~toneperson'.sign?rancehascon- pre.~ident. Judic!'al Council. Why didn't the E-mail 'meatkrkl6917. 
Redefining terrorism GOvemrnenf s respc>nsibility-il1 education .. 
same spotlight, despite the truth. 
o M. Kazim.Ali received :· 
his bachelor .. degree in 
1993 and is currently. 
serving a term as Vice 
President of· USSA, the 
oldest and largest · 
. national student Perhaps !'~_naive, but to me 
Thi~ is not the first time I have the word terrorism:ought to inclu~ association. 
written about the irresponsibility of an element of terroi:. Did Oklahoma ... everyone can .come up 
~ith their own. Th~· c,ongressional 
Budget Office says eliminating Di-
rect Student Loans is going to save 
students money. Direct Lending 
·gave my friends lower origination 
fee~ .and borrowef,.--friendly sef. 
viceS. instead of owing large corpo-
rations and guaranty agencies whose 
Congress members are prob-
ably say~ng, "Why don't students 
get a job so they can pay the in-
crease?" Funny. All the students I 
know who have loans also work. 
media, nor wi11 it be the last, I'm City experience terror? You bet. , It's hard for me to Usten to-
sure. I get a little nauseated every The explosion shook t~ ground < harsh budget-cutting rhetoric an.d 
time I hear a conservative blame miles· away and scared .people. No politicians from -both sides 'of the 
"The Liberal Media" for any of our one kne.w . what was happening. . aisle and tell me that they are "hell 
social problems. B~ildings in the area shook and bent"on-reducingthedeficitby$13 
It is not the fact that mectia is cracked,breakinggl~everywhere . . . trjllion in sev~n years. ft is not for 
liberal that is the problem, it i{tbe That's terror. Thepeopleinthebuild- my sake or for the sake of my chil-
fact that our sacred dispensers of ing-they were terrorized-if not drerrthatCongressrus~estoreduce 
news are extraordinarily commer- dead. the deficit in seven short years. It is 
cialized, to the p<'>int of stupidity, But when an Am track train in for tpe sake of the stealth.bomber and 
that is the problem. the middle of ~owhere derails, is theJMXmissile,anqforthesak~of re-
1 don't know about the that terrorism? No, I d6n'tthink so. election on an impossible~'Contract," 
Nelsons, but I, i>ersonaUy don't Even the passengers said so. One which, far from being for the sake of 
knowoftoomanypeoplewhochan- woman interviewed, when asked if thefuture,isa''Cpntract"onmyfuture. 
nel surf the news' in search of the she was scared, replied, "No,Ididn't This spring, the U.S. senate 
juiciestcoverage.~yself,I channel. have time to~ ~cared." · passed an amendment by acomfort-
surf in an attempt to get informa- Where was the terror? It was able majoricy tliat would have saved 
tion, but somehow the ratings mo- in the middle of the desert, forpete's ' $IO billion in cuts to education by 
guts have translated that to hype. sake. But the media called it an act closing a tax loophole f~r foreign 
The case in point is the most of terror. corporations. An amendment the 
recent in our .. newest news craze, The real problem here, is that United States Students ASsociation 
domestic terrorism. The indecency- . • anyone wanting some news cover- (USSA) helped author and seafth out 
factor here ~s that during the OkJa- '. ag'c~~ wanting to be bi11ed as terror- sponsors for. Yet, with all these indi-
homa bombing story. The news ists,knowthatthereisn'tmustplan- cationsthatwecanavoidcutstoedu-
broadcasterssawhowinterestedthe ning required. Not many details to cation,Congressmovesforwardwith 
public was in the actual case of work out, just derail a train and its plans regardl~s. 
domestic terrorism and wanted that bingo, a professional terrorist is born. I can't argue the numbers -
T.he real·question is: "Does 
the government have a responsi-· 
bility in assuring that its citizenry 
has every~opportunity to pursue 
an accessible, quality and afford-
abfe education?" It's clear to me 
main interest was ----------- that the more 




they have. The 
more jobs are 
created, more 
making money, 
tfley owed the fed-: 
eral government, 
whose main inter-
est was giving them 
the opportunity to 
be educated. 
Funny, all the . 
sludentslknow 
who have loans. 
also wort. -. . 
Folks are also .saying that 
eliminating the six month grace pe-
riod after graduation will only re-
sult in a $4 a month .increase. An-
other number I have heard is·a $9 
per month increase. The real truth is 
that interest rates win increase sub-
stantia11y for everyone that borrows, 
and those increased interest rates 
wiJI stay high for the entire repay-
ment period - ten years or longer. 
m~ney iS. spent, and the economy 
rn;~omes ·.healthier. Highly-edu-
cated citizens would be.,able to 
take steps toward eliminating pov- _ 
erty, crime, ~conornic hardships .. 
and other problems that plague 
us. 
I am not interested in sharing 
pain. I have had my share. It's time 
for government to invest in educa-
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. · Wellnesllay, October 25, • 1995 
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Presentation· by Dean Richarll Huseman at Noon · 
,A.~~· ·-~QJ\.., Free Hot Dogs anll Solla. 
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Pl.Ji \1~ll 11ll()l~IIJ~ 
'l'1llllTJUlES 'l'il'l'E 
OOLLEGE .· PERSONAL -
1995: Has registered a total of20 
tackles, 16 solo. Has.also been 
credited with 1.5 sacks and a 
team-leading 17 quarterback 
pressures. . 
His best performance came 
against the Eagles of Carson-
Newman where he had a team-
high nine tackles. 
1994: .Started the season practic-
ing as a tight end.but injuries to 
the defensive line required. his 
services where he recorded 3 I 
tackles, 17 solo. 
I 993 : Saw action for the first 
time for the Black and Gold 
after red-shirting in I 992. He 
finished the season tied for sixth 
in tackles with 50 and was 
second on the team in tackles 
for a loss with eight, including 
TATE 
.mGHSOHOOL 
4.5 quarterback sacks. 
Graduated from Avon Park High 
School where he played tight end, 
catching four t0uchdown p_asses 
and gaining 325 yards: 
He also excelled on the baseball 
field where h~ batted .495 as a 
junior and .387 a5 a. sen)or and at the 
· same time led the team in RBI' s. 
Major: Business 
D.O.B.: Sept. 12, 1974. 
Favorite NFL team: Chicago 
Bears and Tampa Bay Bucca-
neers. 
Personal Highlight: "I beat a 
double team against Florida State, 
. in between Clay Shiver and their 
guard. I split 'em both and made a 
·tackle on Rock Preston and held 
him to a one-yard gain." 
Team Prediction: ''Right now the . 
heat is on. Wecan't afford another 
loss if we warit to make it to the 
playoffs. Our goal is still in reach, but 
it's gonna.take the whole team to 
make it hapP.en. It won't be easy." 
Deep.Thought: "Our defense has a 
motto, Roll Call At The Ball, and if 
we play by those words we can't 
lose." 
Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at 
.. ·--··:- - · · · ···········-~ 
. TJ 
. Bpplebee·s 
. _______ ., .............. ---·--·····-··._.-_... __ .. , _ 
U.CP coach Gene. Mc'DJowell br8P,, . ..· . . ·.·· ., . - ... . .-·. . .. . . ... . ·• . : . . ' 
. . 
d .. ... h I' d' I .·.· .own r: J1e :X 'S a.n r .••. 0 ·s 
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.Q & A with Hawaii coach, Bob Wagner 
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
The University of Hawaii 
Rainbow Warriors are led by head 
coach Bob Wagner, who is now in 
his 18th year with the program 
and his ninth as head coach. 
With his team currently 
owning a 2-3 record, the Rainbow 
Warriors will be welcoming the 
Golden Knights to the 50,000 seat 
Aloha Stadium Saturday for the 
first evermeeti ng between the two 
schools. And although the Golden 
Knights are facing its second of 
three division I-A opponents this 
season they aren't looking to get 
laid out. 
·we had an opportunity to 
speak with the King of the island, 
or at least the King of Aloha Sta-
dium, and this is what he had to 
say: 
The Central Florida Future: 
Sitting on a 2-3 record, are Y.OU 
comforta~le with the position y~ur: 
team is in at this point in the-sea-
son? 
Bob Wagner: Well, actu-
ally we'redisapointed. We played 
very poorly in our first two gam~s. 
and lost. Then we felt we made 
some progress the next two week~ 
against UTEP and UNLV, al· 
though we knew they weren't tht 
two stron'gest teams on our sched-
ule. '".fhen we were disapointed by 
the road loss last weekend at New 
Mexico ... we had hoped to get a 
win , but we kinda let an opportu-
nity slip away from us. 
CFF: Losing I 0 starters 
from last years squad, how has 
that affected this season? 
BW: Well, on top of losing 
those starters we lost some pro-
jected starters for this year before 
the season began. We're playing 
with-ol!~ third best strong safety 
and ·~i.fr.: tp°frd best free safety. So 
were' sttugglin'. a bit,_ but .we're 
· g~rnn~"get. by. · 
CF P: With yuur ground 
game putting up an impressive 
261 yar_ds per game, are you happy 
with your overal I offensive mitpu t 
or would you like to pass m'ore? 
.- BW: We would like to throw 
t_he ball a little more efficrently. 
We ~eren't real happy with· our 
ground game: last week ... we had 
ented atheletes in the country at 
the!r posit.ions. We're just happy 
to be back home, we haven't been 
home in four weeks. 
CFF: As a coach winning 
the W.A.C. it's obvic:>Usly your 
main objeGtive, but if your team 
isn't that fortunate what is the 
next goal? 
BW: Well bottom line is a 
winning season. If we can't win 
the conference then we just try to 
finish in the next bes_t position. 
Cr f': Do activities around 
the island ever affect the health of 
your players? 
BW: Well, we haven't had 
any surfing accidents yet, knock on 
wood. In fact, we have some play-
ers from inner-city California that 
can't even swim. The only thing 
that has been a problem is moped 
accidents. Being a metropolitan cam-
pus, a lot of players rely on mopeds lo 
get around. It can bechallenging walk-
ing across campus. 
two big games on the ground this ----------------------... 
season and in our three losses we 
haven't ru_n the ball as well .. and 
that contributed to the losses. 
CFF: Being that this. is yom 
first meeting with UCF, how does; 
your team feel about playing a I-
AA opponent? -. 
BW: It's j.1,1st another game 
for us. We've got a lot of respect 
for them. Their quarterback and 
tailback are two _of the more t~l-
Through the e_yes of cCBch 
~Alan Gooch~ 
•Discuss any person net game. They also provided turnover 
changes. and great field position. Whit 
Gooch: Starting center Chris · Marquette Smith did gain 128 yards 
Wrenn is out for the rest of the theoff~nsejustcouldn'tpunchitin 
season with a kn_~e i_Djury- guard •BrietlytalkaboutHawaiian 
1995 UCF Football Schedule 
Alex Galvez wilt move to center. what·your strategy might be? 
;·~Talk about ~hy newcruners Gooch: We must be able t 
Date Opponent 
Aug. 31 40-32 over EKU 
Sept. 9 35-21 over C-N 
Sept. 23 46-14 loss to FSU 
Sept: 30 49-7 loss to McNeese 
Oct. 7 41-14 over Samford 
Oct.14 7-6 loss to Liberty 
Oct. 21 at Hawaii 
Oct. 28 at Northeast Louisiana 
Nov.4 Bethune-Cookman 
Nov.11 Troy State 
Nov.18 Maine 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • . ..• Updated Depth Chart • • . . • • • .• • I · • OFFENSE .• .. : • 
Reginald Doster 
. : ' 
• WR Mike Huff .. · 
• • ..
WR Eddie Keyes Mark Nonsant 
TE Scott Braun Joey Hubbard 
TB Marquette Smith ·Mike Grant 
FB GerodDavis Donald Huzzie 
QB Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid 
RT Matt Wittman Cornell Green 
RG Chris Tabscott Greg Harper • c Alex Galvez Steve Wagner • • 
LG Ryan Gillis • • 
LT Kevin Stewart Marcus Jenkins ,• ' • 
~ 
DEFENSE • • 
CB Allen Powell Louis Lubin • • 
CB Darryl Latimore . WilJie Washington 
SS Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis 
FS Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter 
LB Nakia Reddick Mark Williams 
I 
LB Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore 
LB John Bryant Matt Gulla 
DE Anthony Cooks Jameil McWhorter 
DT Robert Braucht Jerod Durant 
DT Tarvares Tate Corries Hardy 
DE Eniil Eltiyor Jermaine 'Benoit 
SPECIALISTS 
P. Charlie Pierce 
K Charlie Pierce . 















to. the tea~. · ' ·· : :r - execute. COIJSistently on of(ense t 
Gooch: Freshman Essix besucce.ssful.TheRainbowsplay 
Snead, the starting left fielder for lot of man coverage. Defensively 
theKnightsbaseballteam.-He'sbeen the Knights must shut down th 
practicing and working at wide re- Hawaiian version of the Georgi 
ceiver.HewasareceiveratWilliston Southern tlexbone option attack. 
High School due to the injuries and . •What was the week of prac 
problems at receiver. He hopes to tice before the game like? 
provide help at the position with his Gooch: The players were fo 
speed, quickness and sure hands. - . cused all week because they kne 
•What was the strongest.area about the playoff implications fo 
last week, and what was a let down? . both teams. We must get back o 
Gooch: The defense held Lib- tra.ck for theHawai i game. The tea 
erty to one touchdown after they will be practicing Weanesday 
had been av~raging over 40 points~ · Thursday and Friday in Hawaii: 
Hear all the games' live- on our flagshjp station 540 The T~, · 
with select ~es on 7 ~O WWNZ and WHOO 99q:·_J~in Marc Daniels 
· and former ~ stm·Gmy Parris for every play, with sideline reports · 
by-Jerry O'N.eil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line~ With. 
Gene ·McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Terun. 
photo/HUNT 
Culpepper hopes to lead the Golden Knights to an impressive showing 
against their second Division I-A opponent of the season in Hawaii. 
Li 
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to winning ways in Hawaii 
by JUSTIN DELIAS 
Assistant sports editor 
·'Back to the drawing board" was the 
sentimentechoed by many University of Central 
Florida football players after the heartbreaking 
one-point loss to Liberty last week. This week 
though, the chalkboard is in Hawaii where the 
Golden Knights (3-3) are preparing to face the 
Division I-A Hawaii Rainbow Warrio~ (2-3) 
for the first time in school history . Although the 
players will be allowed tosoakupalittlesun and 
fun during the five day excursion, some of the 
players feel that the trip will be hard. 
"It's definitely going to bea tough trip for 
us just coming off a loss/' explained defensive 
end Emil Ekiyor. "The time differential is also 
going to be tough." 
Tough does not begin to describe an I I 
hour plane flight coupled with the six hour loss 
of time heading west. UCF finished practiced at 
about 2:00 a.m. this morning (our time) after 
arriving in Hawaii. The biggest concern forhead 
coach Gene McDowell will be how the players 
cope with the jet lag and the timezone difference. 
Therefore, McDowell is giving the troops from 
noon until midnight today to be on there own and 
enjoy the. festivities. That suits the players just 
fine, especially some of the seniors who have 
toiled at UCF for five seasons. 
'Thewayl'mlookingatit,thisismybowl 
game," senior offensive guard Chris Tabscott 
said excitedly. "I don't feel guilty at all." 
McDowell agreed. 
'We're going to treat it like a bowl game. 
That's the atmosphere that I want to have,"· 
McDowell said. "But what he [Tabscott] doesn't 
realize is that I work real hard for bowl games." 
Part of the hard work will be preparing for 
Hawaii's double-slot wishbone option attack 
thatpoundsowt262 yai:ds-a-gameon the ground. 
· It resembles a run-and-shoot formation with the 
option.Although UCFhad success stopping the 
option of Cars.on-Newman earlier this season, 
McDowell is particularly c~mcemed about Ha-
waii because of its I-A statu . which mean it 
probably has better athlete than Car on-
Newman. De piteHawaii' lo ingrccord,UCf 
players are not taking Hawaii's offen e lightly 
after watching game films. 
"From what I've seen, they have a real 
good offense," Ekiyor said. 'We really have to 
take care of business or it' going to be a long 
weekend." 
Preparing Daunte Culpepper and UCF's 
offense will also be a challenge for McDowell. 
'They [Hawaii] changed their defense in 
the last game," McDowell explained. 'That puts 
us in a quandary: Are they going to do what they 
used to do or what they did Saturday?" 
Surprisingly, after last week's offensive 
debacle, which UCF did not score a touchdown 
for the first time in 41 games, UCF is not going 
to make many changes offensively. There will 
be more emphasis put into execution. 
"We're not going to ·base our offense.on 
dropped passes," McDowell said, referring to 
some key drops that occurred against Liberty. 
'We' <rot to approach play calling without 
worrying about dropped passes." 
A win against Hawaii would be crucial in 
keeping UCF's playoff hopes alive. Hawaii is 
the first of a two-game road trip that features 
back-to-back I-A opponents. UCF will begin. 
preparing for Northeast Louisiana while in Ha-
waii before flying back to Orlando on Monday. 
. The Knights lost starting center ·Chris 
Wrenn fortheseason with a tom anterior cruciate 
ligamentduringlastSaturday'sloss.AlexGalvez 
will be moved from guard to center. Galvez 
played center in high school. Marquette Smith 
sprained his knee in the Liberty game and is 
qu~tionableforSaturday. Receiver Edd1eKeyes, 
who has been slowed by, a groin pull, is expected 
back at full speed. Kickoff will be at about I :07 
am. Orlando time. The game will not be on 
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UCF Newman Club Ca~holic 
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday 
I I am PH 115 Club Night Thurs. 
7 :30 pm For more info: 281-
4438 
Gay; Leshian, Bisexual student 
Union mee.ts Tues. 9 PM, social 
Works Trailer room IOI. ·· 
·Everyone is welcome. 
Info: 657-0614 
UCF Cricket Club for info 568-
1495 -Join now to play in Central 
Florida C~icket League-Chris 
Persad 
Campus Action for Animals 
meeting, Mon. October 23rd I :30-
2:30p.m. in S.C. Rm. 2 t t 
Golden Key 
National Honor Society 
Application Deadline-Oct 25 
Reception-Nov 9 8:00p.m. 
RSVP Dr. Tanzi @ 823-5273 
For Rent 
Female wanted for one room/one 
bath. Close to U.C.F. $270.00-
(utilities included) 678-1934 
Help Wanted 
Creative Business Opportunity 
earn income working at home .. 
Send $) .00 & SASE to Opportuni-
~ies } 2Q76 Descartes Ct. Orlando, 
Fl32826 
UCFSTUDENT 
needed for Part-time Job 
~PC knowledge a plus 
-Flexible schedule . . 
-Easy Money/Start Immediately" 
Call 658-2444 for more info. 
HAViNGFUN 
. and getting paid for it! 
If you're ambitious, open-minded, 
people person looking for an 
outstanding career opportunity Call 
Phone Reps- -
Full or r>art time. Don't let your 
education be the only item on 
your resume. Work for.a fortune 
500 company and start building 
your career today. You can be a 
full time student and still work 
for NORRELL Services at our 
newest telecenter. We offer 
$7 .00/hr. base salary plus 
monthly bonus, paid training, 
paid vacation and service bonus! 
· This is a professional working 
environment. Benefits available. 
Call Troy today for an immedi-
ate interview! 384-8549 
Good money/ Fun atmo-
sphere 
New sports bar with college 
atmosphere opening across 
the street from UCF, looking 
for waitresses, bartenders and 




Pam Beasley - 365-2569 
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 
from 1 - 4 p.m. on OCtober 29 ~----------+ 
at 12233 University Blvd. in 
the UC 7 plaza on the corner 
of University and Alafaya. For 
more information, please call 
290-2964 . 
Meet the girl or guy 
of your dreams now! 24 hrs 
Leave or retrieve messages of 
attractive singles in your area 1-
900-255-8585 Ext 5982 $2.99 
min 18+ servu 619-645-8484 
Leah 407-384-0085 1------------t EARN $500 or more weekly 
stuffing envelopes at home. Send· 
long SASE to: Country Living 
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 
1779, Denham Springs, LA 
70727. 
Merchandiser-place posters on 
Associates: Earn $700 to $21 oo .. · store· windows. $7- IO+ expns. 
Guy's want to talk? your/ I st week increase 
expbtentially from there. PT/Ff. 
Have been bo·o~ing travel for 
several fortune 500 companies: 
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Coca-
Cola. This is the most rock solid 
opportunity you're going to find. 
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436 
UCF Students Needed! 
· If you are enrolled in one of the 
classes listed below, please call 
to set up an appointment. 
Call ---·-m> 658-2444 
• ACG 2021ACG2071AMH2010 
ANT 2003 ARH 2051 BSC 1020 
BUL3130CHM 1020CHM 2045 
DEP 3004 ECO 2013 ECO 2023 
. . GEB 4361GEO1200 SOP 3004 
. STA 2014 STA 3023 SYG 2000 
Greater Metro Area. Need car. 
800- 852-6250 We want to listen! 
Earn $500 wk + Bonuses 
Fast growing art co. seeks 
motivated people to earn big 
doHars ·part time. 
240-1091 
Call live girls now! 24 hrs. 
1-900-378-2500 Ext. 6258 
$3.99 min 18+ servu 619-645 
Earn cash stuffing envelOJJe.S. Send 8434 
SASE fo"PO . ox774, OOttfie, KS" ·s:;;.:::;..:......;..---------t 
66051 
Inside 'sales reps- Wanted 
NHL NFL NBA 
Score points trivia game 24 hrs 
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055 
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-645-
8434 Work for a leader in the telecom-
munications field and one of 
Orlando's top ten companies! This 
is an inside sales position in a 
business to bu~iness environment. 
Did you surf at the Hole Concert in 1---------------t 
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30 
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends. 
Opportunity for advancement into 
Quality Assurance, Super-vision 
and Management. Call Troy at 
NORRELL ser¥ices TODAY!! 
384-8549 
Hello ... 
IF I could show you a way to 
~liminate your long distance bill 
}Vithout changing your carrier, 
would you be interested? IF I · 
could show you a way to earn 
$200. to $3,000. weekly, by 
sharing with others how to 
eliminate their long distance bill, 
would you b einterested? IF you 
answered yes to any of these 
questions then you need to take a 
minute and call for more 
information·. 
Call "James" at 1-8{)(Vi 15-8313 
March? Call Cherie 849-6050 
Olympic bench set w/ 450 lbs.-
iron, bar, collar $75 obo Call 
275-7924 
Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3 
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557 
l 4K gold jewelry below retail! 
Great holiday gifts! Buy now 
and save on I OOO's of brand new 
solid chains/charms/bracelets/ 
engagement rings/tennis 
bracelets/Call 620-6187 Trade in 
unwanted gold or have it 
repaired/ Call 657-6533 
Bed-Queen or Full Set 
NEVER USED MUST SELL! 
$135.00 pager 570-6378 
SHOES SHIRTS & $.HORTS SPORTING GOODS 
GOLDENROD G~OVES SHOPPING CENTER 
(CORNER ~F ALOM~ & HOWELL BRANCH) 
.$5.00 OFF 
YOUR PURCHASE OF .... i ~: · 
Soap opera preview & review 
24 hr news on all day/eve soaps 
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99 
min 18+ servu 619-645-8434 
Christian-male 30-something 
Black 5'9 170 lhs. N/S N/D no 
couch-potato. Like sports, music 
and fun. Seeks White/Hisp 
girlfriend 20-40 for LTR possible 
marriage 869-5681 or beeper 
645-9176 
Looking for a partner for Fetish 
night at The Edge on October 23. 
Will pay for all party supplies and 
tix to Jim Rose. Call 658-2677 and 
ask for DJ. 
Other 
. ·Sally's special limited program for 
students and r.esidents. Call Walter 
I I , 497-8400. I' ' I 
Lose weight, get healthy, get 
. energy-all at the same time. Call 
Alex-407-679-4507 or 24 hour 
info 407-359-7206 
Free·kittens available Oct. 26 Call 
. Nikkl at 380-5937 
$~,00 OR MORE FUN EASY EXEROSE 
~ .:. <ExPIRES ll!30t95) . •, I·' ·Send $2 to Ju~gling the World PO 
.Shoes for: jogging.~occer.basketbah.t~.~nis.etc. I: Box 4212 WP 3Z7~3 
r - .. - - - - - - - ...... ..,... - - ~ - - - ~·~ _:.:_ ...... - -- - - - - - - -:-- - -- - - - - - ~ -:-.......,..- - ...:.. _ - - - - - - - - - --1 
1C
1
',.ssijizedAdve•~sz·ng· Do•m PLeasecheckoneofthefollowing: -.' 1 
l tU . I££ ... . i~ ~ .. -' J . _For Rent _:_Wa~ed _Car Poof -·_. _Gree~Comer · _Personals I . ·· _For Sale _Services _Autos _Club Info _Lest cl Found · 
I _Singles _Tutors. _Roommates _Help Wanted _Other 
1..-~~~~~~~~~--~----------------~ 






~Cash ~Check Amount$ ____________________________________ ~ 
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publis~es Tues. and Thurs. 
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) ________ _ 
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students. faculry, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others. 
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPA:Y-
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and· payment to The Central Florida Future, 
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlan9o, FE 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and 
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices, 
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info, call ( 407) 823-8054. 
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If ain'f all 
black 
&Whift 
by !VIIKE WHITE 
Music editor · 
I think I have a new favorite band 
- Seattle ' s Sweetwater. Their new al-
bum, Superfriends kills. Their sound is 
totally fresh as they combine unpopular 
influences like glam rock and AC/DC 
with punk and Cheap Trick. Producer 
Dave Jerden called them Mott the Hoople 
meets-the '90s. That seems fair to me. 
I don ' t know but I gotta ·like a : 
band that sings, 'Walk on a plastic razor/ 
cool/ like Steve McQueen. ' 
Last we~k I got to hang out with 
the wonderfully -cool guys from Sugar 
Ray , who were opening for Monster 
Magnet (suck ass White Zomqie 
wannabees). I asked them about Howard 
Stern a.~d Nicole Eggart and Iron M~ipen 
and, uh, well a lot of stuff. Anyway, they 
just finished their second video," 10 Sec-
onds Down," a so'ng about something 
called premature ejaculation. Sugar.Ray 
should· return to Orlando in November 
with Korn. 
Sweetwater 
There is a God. Sea.weed wi 11 be 
here on Oct. 27, for a show at The Club. 
They missed Orlando the last time they 
toured Florida but will grace us with 
their presence this time around. If you 
were at The Warped Tour you know 
Seaweed absolutely destroyed every 
other band. Their music - big, loud and 
heavy, but with hummable melodies. 
Their new album Spanaway makes me 
want to mosh right in my house, Beavis 
and Butthead style. 
LYME and Shock Lizard put on 
a phenomenal show at The Club last 
Monday for our Axis party. Both bands 
were extremely tight and energetic, in-
volving the crowd at every chance. The 
only problem · was the security at The 
Club. The bouncers just aren't used to a 
rock show and wouldn't let the kids mosh, 
even though they were not hurting any-
one. I've been assured that for Seaweed's 
show the security will be mosher-
friendly. 
One more thing, the world isn't 
waiting for the next Pear( Jam, it's wait-
ing for the next Nirvana. 
by JEFF HUNT 
News editor 
Most punk baftds. these days 
are trying to take .advantage of t~e 
attention the scene is receiving to 
promote themselves and t.heir m·u-
sic. This usually leads to compro-
mises in the band's music and style. 
Luckily, Pennywiseisn't most 
bands. 
The quartet from Orange 
Couf)ty, California, has been play-
ing pun.k music for five.years now, 
and they do not feel that ·the recent 
attention warrants changing their 
approach. 
''The ba11d is really proud that 
we have a lot of really dedicated 
fans that came to us because they 
like the music and not because of 
anything else," said lead singer, Jim 
Lindberg. "Not because it was 
shoved down their throats in video 
or because we look good on televi-
sion. It's all about the music, and 
that's what's important in the end." 
The final product really mat-
ters to the guys in Pennywise who 
are on tour supporting their latest 
album, About Time. The new al-
bum keeps the fast, melodic beat 
that the last three albums contained 
but still manages to pull a few new 
sounds out. 
courtesy/ EPITAPH 
The boys of Pennywise are (From bottom, clockwise) Jim (vocals), Byron (drums), 
Jason (bass) and Fletch~r (guitar). 
'\Ve just try to 
keep each ii/bum 
· sounding a little 
dUferent instead 
of just trying to 
reproduce the 
Same album" 
"We juS! try to keep each album 
sounding a liu1~·aifferent instead of just 
trying to reproduce the same album," 
said Lindberg. ,;Sometimes, I think 
there's a danger in this type of music. 
Everything starts to sound the same if a 
About Time faithfully carries on the 
Pennywise tradition - hard and fast, 
but clean enough to understand. 
band keeps · putting out albums with 12 
songs of similar music. We try and throw in 
· a curve ball and do something people 
wouldn't expect." 
And while Pennywise's music does 
manage to keep changing, their message 
doesn't. They come hard and fast with 
insightful lyrics the almost always deal 
with some form of ignorance 
"Killing Time" delves into our 
society's obsession with violence and prob-
lems in causes while "Freebase" attacks the 
drugs· infesting the youth of our nation. 
"Waste of Time" confronts blind faith in 
religion and "Perfect People" dismisses the 
superficial people walking the Earth. 
Pennywise feels that they can use 
their experiences in life to help spread an 
inspirational message without preaching. 
From surviving life in one of the craziest 
counties in the country to learning from the 
bands travels, Pennywise feels there is 
something to learn from everything. 
"I think when you go out and experi- . 
ence other cultures, it gives you a better 
perspective on what we're going through 
here and what it will take to change it," said 
Lindberg. 
The biggest thing the band encour-
ages is getting an education - any way 
onecan. 
"If you can't go to school because of 
money or something, there's always the 
library. Books are everywhere," said 
Lindberg. "You'll never know anything 
about the world if you're just getting news 
bytes from CNN." 
But people receiving a narrow view 
of the world is not the only thing that 
worries the members of Pennywise. They 
want to remain true to their intentions more 
than anything. 
"We definitely don't want to be per-
ceived as big radio or TV stars,"_saidLindberg. 
··we just want to be perceived as people who 
write honest music about everyday life with-
out putting on a lot of false airs. " 
l\TJ~il{l~l)) 
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OUR LADY PEACE grunge 
J by MIKE WHITE 
Music editor 
Our Lady Peace, along with 
fellow Torontoans Rusty, return 
to Orlando this week for a show at 
the Embassy. Fresh off a tour with 
• Van Halen (which they did not 
enjoy) the band will continue to 
support their debut, Naveed, until 
the end of the year. We talked 
with lead singer Raine Maida 
about lyrics, talk shows and aging 
~ arena rockers. 
• 
The Central Florida Future: 
"Starseed" and '·Naveed" have 
gotten lots of airplay here in Or-
lando? How has the response been 
in the rest of the country? 
Raine Maida: Naveed didn't 
do as well as "Starseed," and I 
don't know why. We got a lot of 
flak for doing the Yan Halen tour 
which is understandable because 
I wasn't a huge fan of Van Halen 
r. either. I mean the guys were ni~e, 
but I don't know if the tour was 
the right move. Right now we're 
gonna do about ten shows on our 
own and then we'll join the 
Candlebox tour. 
CFF: What about the Yan 
Halen tour left the sour taste in 
your mouth? 
Maida: It's not really a sour 
taste, it's just that the Letters to 
Cleo and Sponge thing was going 
so great, I mean we were playing 
with two great bands that we en-
joyed watching every night, and 
hangingoutand being friends with 
them. It was more of a peer thing. 
Yan Halen was, I don't know, we 
were just out of our element on 
that tour. I mean we were playing 
to a lot of people every night, but 
we were never sure how many of 
those fans would come back to 
our club shows when we returned 
to that city. On the other hand it 
definitely made us a better band. 
CFF: "Super Satellite';· will 
be the next single. I saw you play 
that song on 120 Minutes. What 
was that like? Was it cool to do? 
courtesy/ RELATIVITY 
Piece by piece, Our Lady Peace is Jeremy Taggart, Chris 
Eacrett, Raine Maida and Mike Turner. 
Maida: Yeah, it was a fun 
thing to do. MTV so far has been 
the best experience playing for 
videotaping. The whole vibe was 
conducive to performing. The Jon 
Stewart Show was cool, but Conan 
was a f--king nightmare. 
CFF: Why was the Conan 
show such a bad experience? 
Maida: You really felt iike 
you were just four minutes of en-
tertainment, you know, we did 
"Naveed" but we had to cut it 
down because there was a time 
limit that they didn't want us to go 
over. You're kind of wheeled out 
for your four minutes and you just 
gotta do it. I don't know it's just 
one of those nec~sary evils. You 
just feel lik.e you're doing thi~gs 
for the wroryg reasons. I gµess 
we_'ve been spoiled pfaying <?iubs 
and having people d.igging w~at 
we're doing. 
CFF: The main things the 
critics seem to notice about the 
music is the lyrics. What do you 
try to accomplish with your Iyr-
. ics? 
head with them. My whole goal is 
to not be pretentious. There's too 
many people out there that tell 
you about their lives and how f--
king destructive this was or that 
was, I mean everyone's got those 
problems. I think it's much more 
positive to let a song be inter-
preted and let all the lyrics be 
open ended. 
CFF: The "Naveed" video 
was cool because it was a live 
performance and did not try to 
explain the words. 
Maida: Exactly. And that's 
why we did it that way. We said, 
look let people take what they 
want ffom the song. There's a lot 
of heavy things within the song, 
but if ~ou just wanl to hum along, 
fine. If you want to look into the 
lyrics and delve a litlle deeper into 
the meaning, that 's great, too. I'm 
just not into people hammering 
other people with their thoughts 
and ideals. 
CFF: You've been com-
pared . to Live. How do you feel 
about that comparison? 
Maida: The main element Maida: I see the compari-
of my lyrics is that t)ley are com- son. When that record came out, 
pletely honest. All I'm really try- · that ~as one of the records. I re-
ing to do is paint pictures that are 
a little vague. Because I don't. 
think my problems are that unique. 
that I need to hit people over the " 
member listening to saying, yeah, 
· hop.efully this is in the sa~e genre 
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'Dracula: The Journal of Jonathon Harker
1 
by LAURA BUNDY 
Theater critic FLAWLESS! 
While Orlando is lucky to have as 
many theatrical organizations as it does, 
and it has more than you probably k11ow, 
professional theater is still a rare bird in 
Central Florida. There are so many good 
productions going on at any giyen time that 
the presence of professional theater may 
not strike you as necessary to our loc~J arts 
community. 
Dracula: The Journal of Jonathon 
Harker will prove you wrong. Because 
professional theater isn ' t about glitz and 
expense and falling chandeliers. It' s the-
ater being the absolute best it can be. 
It takes a show like this - one that 
has been conceived with imagination and 
designed with creativity, one that is per-
formed flawlessly, one that achieves its 
goals and entertains completely - to re-
mind us of all that theater can accomplish. 
Dracula: The Journal of Jonathon 
Harker is the brain-child of Jim Heisinger, 
artistic director of the Orlando-UCF 
Shakespeare Festival. Citing faithfulness 
to Bram Stoker's novel Dracula as crucial, 
Heisinger adapted the one-man show in the 
epistolary style of the book, utilizing let-
ters , journal entries and telegrams to spin 
his talc of terror. As Jonathon Harker, 
Heisinger recreates the events of the novel 
within the span ofoneeveninginJonathon 's 
attic, as he reads his journal to us. 
Yet the play is ultimately so much 
more than that. While every aspect of the 
story is told from Jonathon's perspective, 
at no time does the ~how want for other 
actors. He! singer portray_s a variety of char-
acters, including Dracula, as Jonathon sees 
them, and each character is as individual 
and believable as if a cast of ·10 were 
performing the show. 
Just as Heisinger is able to conjure a 
extensive set of players in one character, so 
is he able to find a variety of locales in the 
attic set. Impressive from the beginning, 
the stage looks like a great-grandmother's 
attic full of dusty treasures. As the show 
progresses, however, we discover that it 
hides a crypt, two stage coaches, a castle 
wall, and the resting place of Dracula him-
self. With the help of some artistic lighting 
choices, the ingenious set succeeds in trans-
porting us effortlessly from a castle in the 
Carpathian mountains to an English sana-
torium and back again. 
While the script is an excellent adap-
tation and the technical design for the pro_. 
duction is inspired, the caliber of acting -is 
what makes this show memorable. Having 
portrayed Hamlet to critical acclaim in 
Orlando two years ago, Heisinger proves 
that he takes a vampire story no less seri-
ously than Shakespeare. 
One of the obstacles of any new ver-
sion of a well-known story is how to deal 
with the cliches that surround it. How can 
the audience leave behind what it knows of 
Border.. ~a ntilia Mexican ·nestaur a_ilt . 
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL 
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER) 
.Best Mexican Food jn Central Fl.orida 
-~--DAILY SPECIALS""".'""----
<$1.00 ICBIOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAS' 
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY) 
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9am - 7pm 
8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL 3?807 
take Ka P. I an and get 
a higher score... . 
More students talce Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test ques~ion. ____ __, 
the Dracula legend to experience the horror 
anew? Helsinger's characterization of a 
naive Jonathon turns this dilemma into an 
advantage. The humor with which his 
Jonathon approaches his duties emphasize 
that he has absolutely no idea what is about 
to come. The young solicitor is thrilled to 
be traveling to mysterious lands, excited 
about arriving at Castle Dracula, enchanted 
by his mysterious host. When his doom 
finally comes, it is all the more terrible 
because we recognized his enemy, while he 
em braced it. 
Further, Helsinger never allows him-
self to be constrained by the structure of the 
show. Although Jonathon is supposedly 
rereading these journal entries, Helsinger 
is clearly reliving them, in all their terro , 
and dragging the audience right along with 
him. The cliffhanger (lite.rally the-end f 
Act I conveys a suspense that surpasses 
even that of Stoker's novel, and the conclu-
sion of the show is heart-pounding. 
Besides being thoroughly entertain-
ing, Dracula: The Journal of Jonathon 
Harker is one of Orlando's most outstand-
ing theatrical events of this year. The Or-
lando-UCF Shakespeare Festival presents 
Dracula: The Journal of Jonathon Harker, 
starring Jim Heisinger, through October 31 
at the artsMall. For more information or. 
tickets call the Orlando Shakespeare Fes-
tival box office at 841-9787. 
Regal Cinema 7 (Fri thrnSun) 
(277-1454) 
Never Talk to Strangers (R) 
2,4,7,9 
jade(R) 
1:45, 4:20, 7:20, 9:20 
The Scarkt Letter (R) 
1:30, 4: 10, 6:50,930 
Sewn(R) 
2,5, 730,10 
Strange Days (R) 
130, 4:15, 7-05, 9:55 
Assassins (R) 
1:40, 430, 7: 15, 9:50 
How to Make a Quilt (PG-13) 
2, 4:20, 7, 9: 15 
Enzian Theater 
(644-4ff52) 
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'Journey with me into the mind a film maniac. A filmboy 
First let me explain how incredible 
Strange Days is. My 19th of October 
filmboy agenda included a review of 
Mallrats and Get Shorty, which in quick 
was a decent comedy fix utilizing the gifts 
of Pulp Travolta. However, Strange Days 
affected me. So, sorry John. 
*** 1/2 Strange Days (R) 
To think, James Cameron did every-
thing but direct it - quite alarming in ' 
itself. Anyway, Ralph· Fiennes --a Cl his 'i 
wirery hairpiece give off the most electric-
ity, if you will. The whole countdown to 
"2K" (the year 2000) script fascinated me, 
and the social messages are intense and Fiennes and Bassett in Strange Days 
very frightening. Strange Days could be 
described as watching the Rodney King c'ase on a wire trip. Cameron'; baby raises the 
same types of questions the King case did. The whole black on L.A.P.D. crime deal is 
vastly explored and the ending-of-the-world-aroma is stylistically evil. 
Thank you, Angela Basset. Fine job. Juliette Lewis, Merci. You look fine, but that 
whine still needs some readjustment. Tom Sizemore get lessons. And if your wig was 
any more conspicuous - please. 
Strange Days is very strange for today's audiences. Somehow director Kathryn 
Bigelow makes the film appealing enough to a vast crowd, while still actually making 
thos~ same brainwashed humans THINK. Wow. 
*** Mallrats (R) 
Kevin Smith's follow-up to Clerks once again tails a bunch of losers. This time, 
however, Smith's heroes hang out in a mall. Mallrats might remind you of a bit of 
Clueless in its dumbness and Fast Times at Ridgeniont High, just because of the mall. 
T.S. (Jeremy London) and Brodie (Jason Lee) were just dumped by their 
girlfriends. They go to the mall to try and get them back. Pretty basic plot. Well, that;s 
about it. And the simplicity is why Ma/frats is so successful. It is a waste of time and 
Mallrats has nothing to prove except to please the funny bones. It has a cool, little comic 
book gag to legitimize Mall rats as a satirical comedy. Therefore, allowing ::i juvenile 
professionalism like Clerks. 
Mal/rats, Doherty and Lee. 
Along with his low-budget appeal, Smith has some ingenious dialogue, which 
almost goes above your head. Pretentious and intellectually descriptive, the dialogue 
seems modeled around conversations you might hear at a Dennis Miller concert. Smith 
doesn't go overboard, however, and I'll just say, don't be afraid to fall out of your seat 
a few times. 
I 
The subpar acting by most of the cast (except for Jason Lee) caters to Mal/rats" 
silliness, and the poor delivery is definitely purposeful. Playing Brodie's girlfriend, 
Rene, Shannen Doherty impressed me. She stayed within her role, not trying to take over 
every scene (like she was accused of doing in 90210). She was funny, like everyone else·, 
but most of the cast isn't talented enough to crossover to another genre. All except Jason 
Lee. . ... 
Jason Leb's performance is almost legendary. For me to even co~pare him with-
Jeff Spicoli would horror him enough, but he is that fUnny. Calm down, it will takea long. 
time for somedne to top Sean Penn, but you can easily see that Kevin Smith gave it a 
good shot. Even more incredible is this is Lee's first feature film, his regular gig h~s him 
on the pro skating circuit. 
Fastimes and Ma/frats are very similar, but Fastimes is a classic - untouchable. 
Mallrats is hilarious. It won't haV€ th,G lifetime watchability of Fast Times, but I could 
see myselfrewinding it a few times. By the way. Silent Bob and Jay eloquently reprise 
their roles from Clerks. 
20 Oct. - Get Shorty, Jeffrey, Mal/rats, Never Talk to Strangers, Now and Then 
Pick up your concert tickets at the daytime events 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
lune in to your campus radio station 
Visit Rolling Stone Online available on CompuServe (GO RSONLINE) 
E-Mail: rsnmtour@echonyc.com 
Check out our new arrivals: 
• MK Ill Upgrade Chip 
in October 
• Street fighter Alpha 
• Daytona USA 
Located at University Shoppes 
12239 University Blvd., Orlando 
Sunday- Wednesday 12:00 - 10:00 
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00 
Friday 12:00 - 12:00 
Saturday 11 :00 - 12:00 
,..----------c 
Get S 7 in tokens 
for only $5 
---------, 
SUNDAY 
Get $4 in tokens 
for only $2 
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! un/rersa:r surr & s~rr 
gcto!:!: ftotn UCf: !JH{)-7 Ll27 
We moved 5 doot!: down - next to McDonald'!: 
I Buy S 1 in tokens 
I set S 1 in tokens FREE 
I 
I Limit l"per customer per day. 
L Expires 10/31/95 ----------
TUESDAY NIGHT 
6PM • 10PM 
Get $5 in tokens for 
only $3 1 
Expires 10/31/95 .J --------- . 
....-----.. WITH YOUR COLLEGE l.D. 
~1QO~~~ 
a nightclub with an 
"1(f(fl()t. 7~ 
111t's The Hottest 18 & Up Thursday Night Party11 
';we Line Dance Lessons Kl:lil8Tl:K TU WIN 
$1,500 
IN COLLEGE CASH! 
at 7:00 p.m. 
~--- Music from 11Showdown 11 
at 9:00 p.m. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
COMPLEX 
11 08 South Orange Blossom T rai I 
Orlando, Florida 
114 Mile south 
of the E-W Exp. on "THE TRAIL" 
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A forgettable 7-5 record in 
week seven was easily my worst 
performance of the year. In my 
defense, however, even this guru 
wouldn't have dreamed that the 
Colts and Saints would pull off 
two of the biggest upsets in recent 
memory. Although I thoroughly 
enjoyed watching the Phins and 
Niners dismantled before my eyes, 
it sure didn't do my season mark 
any good. I now stand at a solid 
61-34 heading into the Monday 
nighter, leaving me two games 
back of the Sentinel's Jerry Greene 
for the honor of being Central 
Florida's top prognosticator. How-
ever, since we here at UCF are 
never second best, I vow to take 
over el numero uno. This one's 
for you UCF, here's week eight: 
CINCINNATI BENGALS 
@ PITTSBURGH STEELERS 
Steelers favored by 5. 
The Thursday nighter sees 
both teams coming off nice naps 
during their bye weeks as they 
tried to forget road losses to the 
sunshine state's Bucs and Jags in 
week si~. Pittsburgh has to be 
disappointed by the fact that its 
record is an unimpressive· 3-3. 
Luckily for them that's good 
enough for the lead in the marsh-
mallow soft AFC central. This 
will be a good one, but the loser 
will still get roasted. Pitts-
burgh 23 Cincinnati 21. 
HOUSTON OILERS @ 
CHICAGO BEARS Bears fa-
vored by 8. 
I've figured it out. The guy 
who made up the schedule for 
this season is obviously Mike 
Ditka. Think about how diaboli-
cal this is. Since week three, da 
Bears have faced the Bucs (who 
were supposed to suck), a bye, 
Carolina, Jacksonville and now 
Houston. Wi}o' s next, the 
Barcelona Dragons? The best part 
is that Chicago has yet to blow out 
any of them. ping'·a low pro-
file, huh? I smell a c-o-n-spiracy. 
Chicago 23 Houston 13. 
MIAMI DOLPHINS @ 
NEW YORK JETS Dolphins 
favored by 12. 
The Dolphins have fallen a 
game out of first place, while the 
Jets haven't been anywhere near 
first since the first g:i.me of the 
season. Miami has lost to Indy 
and the Saints in consecutive 
weeks, while the Jet~have lost to 
everybody. Poor Jets coach Rich 
Kotite, he summed it up pretty 
well by stating that they get worse 
and worse every week. Who cares 
'The Best: Plan For 
Your Heal-th Is The One 
You Really W'a.n_!~---- -'\ 
___ ...... ------···-·"-···········---.--·- .. . . - ~ . \\. 
mEJ~-
If you want to choose a doctor that you already know. 
If you want a health care plan thafs known for quality. 
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust. 
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby. 
If you want the card thafs always recognized and accepted. 
If you want it all in a health care plan that's surprisingly affordable. 
Then you really want today's Health Options and Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida. 
If your employer gives you the option, ask for what you really want. 
Or call us today at 1-800-766-3737. And put the Blues® behind you. 
Ifs Good To Have The Blues" Behind You. 
.. '
RI:~ ~ --f~': 
Of Florida  .... ~ ~ :: 
9 HFAilH OPilOl'S.- "11,r AS\,,.,..• 
• He.altb Option<. a sub~ of Blue Cross and Blue Sbidd of Aorida. lw full ~ from Tbe :utional GornauUtt lor ~ kruraore, an independ.-nt non-profit 
ori;anizatJon loc2lsl ill\\~ D.G tbataocredit> lllilllatOO.oore~ BlutC-0.. and BlueShielddfloridA. lnc. and Health Options, Inc. are Independent 
Lice""""° of the Blue Cm>5 am! Blue ;b;dd .o\ssociatioo. ® ~ maib of !he BJu.. Cro<S and Blue Smcld .'.ssucialloo. ®" Rei;stered mark of Blue Cros• and Blue Shield 
of f1onda. Inc N5IOBP3D 
S-tate employees call abou-t 
Heal-th Options 1-800-830-8668. 
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if Dan Marino play , my grandma 
could beat this team. Miami 34 
New York 7. 
KANSAS CIT\ CHIEFS 
@DENVER BRONCOS Chiefs 
favored by 1. 
The Cardiac Kid are iuing 
pretty with Lh top mark. in the 
AFC a they head to Mile High for 
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
@ CAROLINA PANTHERS 
Saints favored by 2. 
Both teams finally got on 
track and picked up their first 
wins of the season last week. 
Ironically, neitherteam was good 
enough to beat thei_r opponents, 
so their opponents happily 
obliged and gave them the vic-
tory. Turnovers galore granted 
these guys their firsts, why should 
their econd be any differenL 
New Orleans 21 Carolina 17. 
a matchup with the original car-
diac kid John Elway. If I'm cor-
rectabout the Monday nighterthen 
Denver will be coming in with n 
head of steam as they spearhead 
back into the AFC west race. 
Marcu Allen will score his elu- ~ 
sive I OOth rushing TD in this one, 
JACKSONVILLE JAG-
UARS @ CLEVELAND 
BROWNS Browns favored by 
8. 
and the extra point will mark the 
difference. Kansas City 20 
Denver 19. 
INDIANAPOLIS COL TS 
@OAKLAND RAIDERS Raid-
ers favored by 6. 
.
1
Who would have though! 
that when the Colts stood at 1-2 
with the undefeated Rams and 
Phins, and perennial favorite San 
Francisco coming up on the sched-
ule, that Indy would be itting at 
4-2, with playoff possibilities run-
ning rampant. Another power-
house is on tap for this one, and 
the silver and black may be a little 
Ever sine_:~ I compared the 
Brownies·to the Buffalo Bil-ls of 
the 1ate ·gos to early '9os, c1~ve-
1and has hit the.s.kids. Maybe they 
figured that if they'll never win a 
Super Bowl then there's no point 
in trying. To avoid being like the 
SI jinx, I formally take that state-
ment back. With that said, I for-
mally grant the Browns permis-
sion to kick the Jags expansion ass 
right back home. Cleveland 27 
Jacksonville 10. 
too strong for the Hor ies to take 
down. This will be James Jett's /"'-
coming out party. Oakland 31 
Indianapolis 24. 
DETROIT LIONS @ 
WASHINGTON REDSKINS 
• SAN DIEGO CHARG-
ERS @ SEATTLE 
SEAHA WKS Char:gers fa. 
Lions favored by 3. vored by 4. 
The Lions have been re:;- This game takes you back to 
garded by many, including I, to be all those years when the Bolts and 
the top team in the NFC Central. Seahawks were fighting to stay 
However, as their record indicates, out of the bollom of the division. 
they are at the bottom of the stand- Well guess what, history repeals 
in gs. The Skins are actually better itself. Despite having the same 
than most expected and Gus nucleus that took them to the Big 
Frerotte is still at the helm. Com- Game last year, San Diego has 
petitive is the word that best de- managed to fall under .500. The 
scribes this game, as Barry hauls a lon.g road back is upon them. San 
win back to the motor city. De- · Diego 19 Seattle 17. 
troit 34 Washington 28. 
MINNESOTA VIKINGS 
@ GREEN BAY PACKERS 
Packers favored by 4. 
The Norris division kicks 
off another of its famed rivalries 
in this one. Fran Tarkenton vs 
Bart Starr. Oh wait, wrong era. 
You know, I've never seen what's 
so great about these games. Sure, 
there's a lot of blood, a lot of talk, 
and a Joe at stake, but what's thal 
matterifthcwholedivision makes 
the playoffs again. Green Bay 23 
Minnesota 20 OT. 
ATLANTA FALCONS@ 
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS 
Bucs favored by 3. 
Two of the most surprising 
teams of the season square off at 
the Orange Hut Best line of week 
seven: "He came up to me and spit 
in my face ." No, it wasn' t said by 
any of Buddy Ryan's players, it 
was said by Bucs QB Trent Di I fer. 
who had Minnesota rookie corner 
Corey Fuller spit in his face after 
Dilfer victimized him. The shoe 
will be on the other foot in this 
one, but I don ' t see any of the 
gentlemanly Bucs spilling in Jeff 
George's face. They' II take their 
beating like men. Atlanta 28 
Tampa Bay 24. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
49ERS @ ST. LOUIS RAMS 
Niners favored by 4. 
The second place Niners 
dare to travel to St. Louis to face 
the high and mighty division lead-
ing Rams. Gimme a break! It must 
be some sort of cosmic discrep-
ancy that has caused St. Louis to 
get out of the gates so fast. Let me 
reiterate this: The Rams are not a 
first place team. This game will 




BUFF ALO BILLS @ 
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 
Bills favored by 1. 
I've made fun of the Buf-
falo Bills all year, picked against 
them more often than nol. And yet 
the Bills sit atop the AFC East, 
have one blemish on its record 
and have won five straight games. 
I've stuck by the cw England 
Patriots all year, picked them to 
win more often than not, and yet 
the Pats sit ~ear the hot torn of the 
standings, ha e only one win and 
have lost five straight. So much 
for common ~ense. ew En-
gland 31 Buffalo 17 • 
... 
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The UCF men's soccer team has to pick it up against its final three opponents, Campbell, 
Georgia Southern and Stetson, if they want to make it to the TAAC playoffs this season. 
Men's soccer team faces 
possible playoff elimination 
by TRAVIS BELL 
Staff writer 
The University of Central 
Florida men's soccer team contin-
ued it's season of struggles this past 
week. losing two games and headed 
into its game against Florida Atlan-
tic with the possibility ofbeingelimi-
nated from the T AAC conference 
tournament. 
"A loss to FAU would 
eliminate our playoff chances," said 
head coach Boh Winch. "We are 
going to try a more direct attack 
against them because our old style 
is not working. However, we feel 
good heading into the game." 
Wednesday, UCF began 
the week with a game againstJack-
sonville University. The Knights 
entered the game on a good note, 
winning two of its previous three 
contests. Jacksonville scored a goal 
in the first half to take a 1-0 lead into 
halftime. They struck again in the 
second half, downing the Knights 
2-0. 
UCF outshotJacksonville 
9-7 in the contest but dropped to 3-
9 after the loss. UCF then headed 
into a very important conference 
battle against Florida International, 
4-0 in T AAC play heading into the 
game. 
UCF held with the FiU 
squad in the first half, 0-0 halftime 
score, but could not stop a second 
half rout from occu1Ting. FIU scored 
four consecutive goals, eventually 
winning4-J. The Knights lone goal 
came from Jon Wi !Iiams in the 8 I st 
minute of play. FIU controlled the 
shots on goal, 19-10, and improved 
to 5-0 in conference play, while 
UCF dropped to 1-3. 
"Wehavestruggledincon-
ference play because we have not 
scored goals," said Winch. '"Our 
guys just have not scored, and we 
have not been getting the job done." 
The loss to FIU on Saturday 
put UCF in a must-win situation on 
Monday to stave off elimination 
from the post-season conference 
tournament. FAU headed into the 
game with a 3-2 conference record 
with hopes of denying UCF a spot in 
the post-season. 
"A win against FAU 
would gain confidence for our team 
head1ng ir1to our final conference 
game against Stetson," said Winch. 
"This has been' a hard and frustrat-
ing season for us, and a win would 
keep our hopes alive."· 
It has been a difficult sea-
son for the UCF men's soccer team, 
but the chance of a post-season bid 
still remains. However, win or lose 
against FAU, UCF still has three 
games remaining with Campbell, 
Georgia Southern. and the season 
finale against conference rival 
Stetson. 
Ken Jackson is pointing fingers for UCPs disappointing loss 
I'd Ii ke to say right now that 
I have never openly criticized the 
Golden Knights football team it-
self. I have panned things having 
to do with other parts of the pro-
gram, but never the team itself. 
Until now. Or at least until 
this past Saturday· s loss to Flam in' 
Liberty. 
I don't even have a problem 
with the whole team. And I don't 
have a beef with any one of the 
players. The defense was incred-
ible. Liberty eras ed the UCF 38-
yard line twice. 
And no one. I repeat, NO-
BODY SHOULD BLAME 
CHARLIE PIERCE (like the lo-
cal media)! Yes, he did miss a 
field goal in the third quarter. But 
he accounted for all of UCFs 
points. Plu , he should never have 
been on the field for the second 
one he made, after the blocked 
punt. They should have put it in 
the end zone. Plu , the Liberty 
kicker missed a FG on its first 
drive, so everything balances out 
in the kicking game. 
Yes, the offense did sputter, 
but the effort put forth on the plays 
called are not entirely to blame as 
much as the plays called them-
selves. Now I don't know who 
was calling the plays on offense 
on Saturday, whether it was 
Daunte Culpepper, offensive co-
ordinator Mike Kruczek, or el 
Capitan himself, Gene 
McDowell. If you're looking for 
your goat, then welcome to the 
barnyard. I've just made the pen 
smaller. 
The playcalling nearly all 
game long was shoddy at best, at 
tim~s even glaring. Where did it 
glare'? Swallow these facts: 
I. UCF started out attempt-
ing to string out the defense on 
tailback sweeps, mostly usiHg 
Marquette Smith. It wasn · t work-
ing - Smith's longest run of the 
day was 17 yards. which he can 
cover crawling mo t days. But 
there they were, running that sanie 
play into the fourth quarter, with 
poor Number 22 running into 
tacklers at the line of scrimmage. 
2. After Mark Williams' 
punt block in the second quarter 
gave UCF the ball inside the Lib-
erty 15, do we throw for the end 
zone? Go for the jugular? Heck 
no. Our playcalling geniuses call 
for (Surprise!) two tailback 
sweeps. With the backup tailback. 
Two plays, three yards and bring 
on the kicking unit. 
3. There's 2: 13 left in the 
game. Fourth down, four to go, 
and the Knights have the ball, down 
by one, deep in its own territory. 
UCF needs nearly 40 yards to get 
into field goal range. So Culpepper 
lines up in the shotgun with four 
wide receivers, right? Nope. Two 
wide receivers and an I-formation. 
And the play? A playaction pass,_ 
defended perfectly by Liberty (the 
guy in section. 312 knew a run-
fake was coming). Daunte' s gotta 
scramble, and doesn ' t pick up the 
first down. Turnover. Game over. 
Yes, Marquette Smith is a 
great back and should be high-
lighted in the attack. So is Daunte 
Culpepper. If he wasn't, would he 
be starting? When you have two 
great players like we do, both 
should be equally highlighted. That 
balances the attack, and it keeps 
the opposing defense sharp. With 
a talented and athletic QB like we 
have in Culpepper, you can afford 
to open up the offense to cash in on 
his skills. Dare I say they can add 
some flamboyance to the attack? 
Then why was the offense so tight 
and conservative Saturday? 
McDowell said in a post-
game report that "Things were too 
complicated; we need to simplify 
things." Are you kidding? Being 
so simple made things S'BAG-
NANT! You know stagnant, like 
the cesspool in m'y front yard that 
won ' t go anywhere (because it 
has nowhere to go). 
If the coaches aren't sure 
about giving the pall to Daunte 
because of his youth, then why is 
he starting? Or was it because of 
the relatively p.aor day he was 
having? Then put in someone who 
you 're sure of. (Backup Kevin 
Reid was available and chompin' 
at the bit to get in there.) There are 
situations when you have to turn 
up the heat and pass the hall. It 
didn't happen Saturday. 
The same things applies to 
the wide receivers. I realize that 
because of injuries nearly all the 
healthy receivers are freshman or 
don't have much experience. But 
they are wide receivers nonethe-
less; in the game to catch passes. 
Their job is exactly the same as 
any other receiver. A senior 
doesn 't have any more fingers than 
a freshman. 
But I do feel for Gene 
McDowell. After losing a game 7-
6, I realize he's in a catch-22. 
What do you tell the defense? That 
they didn't do its job? It's pretty 
easy to say that to the offense after 
looking at the ?tats. But he does 
hold the ultimate power to get the 
offense cooking on high heat. 
Using Saturday's conservative 
playbook as a basis, he has to 
come up from a slow warm to 
have any shot this week against 
Hawaii. 
You may ask, "Why is this 
one loss making you so mad? Can't 
you go with the flow?" As I see it , 
like a coach demands success from 
his players, fans should demand 
success from its team. This team 
represents everyone that writes for 
this paper, and everyone that is 
connected with this school. I 
REFUSE to be represented by a 
football team that cannot pull out 
a game like this. 
I'm not saying that if "this, 
this, and this" were done differ-
ently Saturday, UCF would have 
definitely won. I'm saying that if 
those things had been done differ-
ently, we would have had a chance 
to win. Knowing that we didn ' t 
give ourselves a_ chance (because 
or playcalling) in a one-point loss 
ism y sticking point. And ifl don ' t 
like the flow , I get out or the 
water. 
UCF has two games com-
ing up against Division I-A 
schools. We won't be able to 
compete against Hawaii, 
Northeast Loui siana , or any-
one in I-A for that matter with 
this kind conservative offen-
sive game plan. Heck, at 3-3, 
we aren't competing. with 1-
AA teams . Something·s got to 
change - either in the offen-
si'1e scheme or in those who 
are comin·g up with this stuff. 
That's plenty fornow. Play-
ers, coaches - best of! uck against 
Hawaii. 
., . 
